Abstract-The rapid proliferation of enormous sources of digital data has led to greater dependence on data-intensive services. Each service may actually request or create a large amount of data sets. To compose these services will be more challenging. Issues such as autonomy, scalability, adaptability, and robustness, become difficult to resolve. In order to automate the process of reaching an agreement among service composers, service providers, and data providers, an ant-inspired negotiation mechanism is considered in this paper. We exploit a group of agents automatically negotiating to establish agreeable service contracts. Two-stage negotiation procedures are used in our data-intensive service provision model, which will provide effective and efficient service selection for service composers. We also present a multi-phase, multi-party negotiation protocol, where the ant colony system is applied to select services with the best or near-optimal utility outputs. In order to adapt the ant colony system to handle the dynamic scenarios during negotiations, we also discuss several strategies for modifying the pheromone information in the first place. The experimental results show that our negotiation-based approach can facilitate the data-intensive service provision with better outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
I N the past decade, web service selection and composition have been attracting much research attention. To obtain a viable business model for composite services, the dynamic service price-setting models are increasingly negotiationbased [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Meanwhile, the rapid proliferation of enormous sources of digital data has led to greater dependence on data-intensive services. Each service may request or create a large amount of data sets. Applications based on data-intensive services have become one of the most challenging applications in service oriented computing and cloud computing. A survey of the challenges, techniques, and technologies of data-intensive applications was presented in [6] . The service provision, and in particular, service composition, will face new challenges as the services and data grow drastically. First, the large number of data sets and increases of functionally equivalent services make the composition complex. Second, the size and the number of distributed data sets increase the communication cost and the storage cost, which affect the performance of the whole application process. Third, the dynamic nature of cloud computing and data replication needs dynamic and adaptive mechanisms to regulate the interactions between data and service users and providers. Indeed, new mechanisms are needed to overcome the challenges and to keep the quality attributes of composite services acceptable.
One of the motivations of our work is the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) experiment, which uses cloud computing to process a huge amount of data. The AMS, also designated AMS-02, is a particle physics experiment module that is mounted on the International Space Station. The purpose of the AMS experiment is to advance knowledge of the universe and lead to the understanding of its origin by searching for antimatter and dark matter while performing precision measurements of cosmic rays composition and flux. The key technology for accessing the data collected from AMS relies on data services. The AMS-02 SOC (Science Operation Center) at Southeast University in China (labeled as AMS-02 SOC@SEU) is supported by the IBM-sponsored cloud computing center with 3500 CPU core and 500 TB storage. The AMS-02 SOC@SEU typically receives 200 GB of data from AMS and generates 700 GB of data after processing them, on each day. Scientists and remote users deploy different processes, such as data mining, image processing, or data query on a large amount of data at AMS-02 SOC. The use of web services technologies provides valuable solutions to speed up the scientific data analysis. A composition of a set of services as a composite service can be reused by other researchers.
In general, the data-intensive service composition will be cooperatively supported by three stakeholders: the service composers, the service providers, and the data providers. Providers need an approach to regulate and price their resources, either the services or data or their combination. They all want to have a good market position maximizing their profits or utility. The decisions of all three stakeholders depend on each other. The data provider sells data sets to multiple service providers in order to maximize the data usage and the profit. The cost and response time of data sets for one service provider are affected by the demand of the others. The service providers also play the requester role with respect to the data sets. Thus, the service providers will have two aims, one is to lower the access cost and response time of data sets and the other is to maximize profit and their service usage. Also, the service providers compete with other service providers to initiate or maintain a contract with the service composers and are invariably interested in cost saving. The actual usage of services typically encourages the composers to have a long term contract with the service providers. They also select services that best match the quality of service (QoS) requirements. Meanwhile, data-intensive services are typically used in a dynamic and changing environment, and different providers typically have conflicting objectives. This paper is trying to automate the process of reaching an agreement in data-intensive service composition, which uses a group of agents automatically negotiating to establish agreeable service contracts.
The lifetime of our problem framework is described in Fig. 1 . The first step is that the service composer tries to select a set of service candidates while the data provider provides data sets, and the second step is that if a feasible solution which satisfies the service composer's local and global QoS constraints does not exist, negotiations are performed in order to determine new quality values for each involved service. In the lifetime, two-stage negotiation processes are used. In the first stage, a service composer negotiates with multiple service providers over each service in a structured one-to-many negotiation process. In the second stage, each service provider negotiates with a data provider over a set of data sets in a structured one-to-one negotiation process. This paper will focus on the two-stage negotiation procedures.
The ant colony optimization algorithms are inspired by the foraging behavior of ant colonies, in which a set of artificial ants cooperate to find a solution of a problem by exchanging information via pheromone deposited on a graph edges. The ant colony optimization algorithms iteratively performs a loop constitutes the ants' solution construction and the pheromone update. We apply an ant colony system (ACS) to select services in the negotiation mechanism.
During negotiations the service composition optimization process should be conducted repeatedly when the changes of the states of services occur, such as the changes of QoS attributes of services, the discontinuation of services, and the increase of new services. If each change in the composition is not too significant, it is likely that the solution to the changing optimization scenario will be related to the old ones to some extent. The old optimal solution can be reused to find a good solution quickly after a change occurred. A simple restart of the optimization process, which discards the former solution after a change has occurred, might not be a good strategy in most cases. On the other hand, if too much old pheromone information is maintained, the ants will be stuck in a local optimal solution. The key is to find a trade-off between preserving old pheromone information and modifying enough new pheromone information to allow the ants to find solutions for the new search space. Hence, we need to investigate how the ant colony system is applied to better facilitate the dynamic data-intensive service provision.
The main contributions of this paper are five-fold: first, the lifetime of the data-intensive service provision and the two-stage negotiation procedures are described; second, an ant colony system for the dynamic service composition problem is consolidated; third, four pheromone modification strategies in the ant colony system are presented; fourth, a multi-phase, multi-party negotiation protocol is designed; fifth, we conduct experiments from two case studies to compare different pheromone modification strategies and we also evaluate the negotiation-based approach in different scenarios.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 investigates how an ant colony system is used to solve the dataintensive service composition problem. Section 4 describes the strategies for modifying the pheromone information to adapt the ant colony system to handle the dynamic scenarios. Section 5 proposes a multi-phase, multi-party negotiation protocol. Section 6 discusses the decision making model. Section 7 presents the experimental results and analyses. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper and proposes future work.
RELATED WORK
The literature presents many methods for web service selection and composition problems. The commonly used methods are the mixed integer programming (MIP) algorithms [7] , [8] , the heuristic-based algorithms [9] , [10] , and the bio-inspired algorithms such as the ant colony optimization algorithms [11] , [12] and the genetic algorithms [13] , [14] . The MIP algorithms can provide optimal solutions, but the scalability and computation time would increase when the QoS requirements become excessive or the size of the problem is very large. The heuristic-based algorithms and the bio-inspired algorithms are sub-optimal. There is a trade-off between computation cost and quality of the solution in the case of the sub-optimal methods. In [15] , we presented a hierarchical taxonomy of service selection and composition methods. By a detailed analysis of each method with respect to their optimality, their computational efficiency, and their dynamic complexity, we found that bio-inspired algorithms could overcome the new challenging requirements of the typical data-intensive service provision. It is useful for the provision of data-intensive services to explore key features and mechanisms of biological systems and to add biological mechanisms to services. For example, the authors of [16] already proved that it was useful for service management and discovery to add biological mechanisms to services. Another study explained that bio-inspired computing was one of the underlying techniques to solve data-intensive problems [6] . In addition, we have conducted a comprehensive review of applications of ant colony optimization algorithms, genetic algorithms, and particle swarm optimization algorithms to service selection and composition problems [15] .
In the bio-inspired algorithms, the ant colony optimization algorithms can run continuously and are generally capable of adapting to changes of an optimization problem. Compared with genetic algorithms and MIP algorithms, the ant colony optimization algorithms can find solutions more quickly in dynamic environments without restarting the optimization process, since the ants can react explicitly to the changes based on the pheromone information. We have been applying bio-inspired algorithms to tackle the dataintensive service composition problems [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] . In [22] , an economical model and an extensible QoS model were presented. In the extensible QoS model, we analyzed the effect of the data size, the data transfer time, and the data accessing time, since the communication cost of mass data transfer affects the performance of the data-intensive service application [23] . We have applied ACS to solve the data-intensive service composition problem [18] . However, in our earlier study, we did not consider scenarios where the global QoS constraints are significantly severe. On the other hand, we need to explore strategies to apply ACS to solving the dynamic scenarios where services change at certain intervals.
Negotiation has been adopted in service provision in order to get better QoS attributes. A negotiation process is the interplay of offers and counter-offers between a buyer and a seller, with different criteria and goals, working to identify a mutually acceptable solution. Automated negotiations normally follow negotiation protocols, exchange negotiation objects, and are driven by decision making models [24] . Negotiation protocols govern the negotiation by defining rules such as when the negotiation process ends, what deals can be made, and what sequences of offers are allowed. Negotiation objects are the issues such as price and time over which the negotiation takes place. Decision making models are used for evaluating and generating offers and counter-offers.
An iterative negotiation approach for a service composition was presented in [5] . The aim of the approach was to select services for the service-based systems in the scenarios where the QoS constraints were severe. In [25] , the service level agreements for a service composition were established through autonomous agent negotiation. A new negotiation protocol was also presented to support coordinated negotiation. A framework was presented to select composite services by a multi-agent system using a case-based reasoning method [26] , [27] . The authors of [8] introduced an approach for the web service selection problem with large scale processes and severe QoS constraints. The web service selection problem was formalized as a MIP problem and the loop peeling was adopted for optimization in that paper.
However, the negotiation approaches in the above studies are not able to effectively solve the data-intensive service provision problems, in which the data plays the dominant role. For example, the cost and response time of services largely depend on the accessing cost and response time of data sets. The negotiation for the data-intensive service provision is a multi-phase, multi-party process. The service composer should be able to negotiate with multiple service providers over each abstract service, while a service provider should be able to negotiate with the data providers over the data sets required by the services. To address the above issues, this paper presents an ant-inspired negotiation approach.
AN ANT COLONY SYSTEM FOR DATA-INTENSIVE SERVICE COMPOSITION
The data-intensive service composition problem is an extension of the traditional service composition problem, in which data sets as inputs and outputs of services, are incorporated. The problem is modeled as a graph with a start vertex and an end vertex. The start vertex is set as the ants' nest and the end vertex is set as the food source. The feasible solutions to the composition problem correspond to paths through the graph. In the graph, all ants are initially positioned at the start vertex and the task of each ant is to find a path from the start vertex to the end vertex. Fig. 2 shows a graph for our problem, in which cs r;s represents the sth concrete service in the corresponding service candidate set cs r for abstract service r.
In this section, we describe the general approach of ACS. ACS is an algorithm inspired by the ant system but differs from it in three main aspects [28] . First, the state transition rule provides a way to balance between the exploration of new edges and the exploitation of accumulated knowledge about the problem. Second, a local updating rule is applied while ants construct a path. Third, the global updating rule is applied only to edges which belong to the best ant path. The new strategies applied to the dynamic scenarios will be presented later in Section 4. 
State Transition Rule
In ACS, when ant k arrived at vertex i, it chooses a vertex j to move to by applying the rule given by (1):
where
otherwise:
The variable t ij is the pheromone trail of edge (i; j), h ij is the heuristic information and it is set as the quality utility of the service at vertex j. a and b are parameters to control the influence of t ij and h ij respectively. The pheromone trail and the heuristic information are indicators of tendency to move from vertex i to vertex j. q is a random number uniformly distributed in ½0; 1, q 0 is a parameter (0 q 0 1) which determines the relative importance of exploration versus exploitation. In other words, with probability q 0 the ant exploits the learned pheromone trails, while with probability (1 À q 0 ) it performs a biased exploration of the arcs [28] . N k i is used to denote the set of vertices that have not been visited yet. If q > q 0 , j is randomly selected according to the probability distribution p k ij .
Local Updating Rule
While building a solution to the problem, i.e., a path though the graph, the ants change the pheromone level on visited edges by applying a local updating rule of (2):
The variable ð0 < < 1Þ is used to determine the local evaporation rate, and t 0 is the initial pheromone level.
Global Updating Rule
In each iteration, after all ants arrived at the end vertex, a global pheromone updating rule is performed to the best path found so far, which is given by (3):
The variable rð0 < r < 1Þ denotes the global pheromone evaporation rate. The variable Dt ij ¼ UðSÞ is the overall quality utility of the best path S, which is computed according to the QoS aggregation function based on the quality utility of the selected services. The simple additive weighting approach was adopted for the utility function. We have proposed an extensible QoS model for the data-intensive services, which included the access cost and response time of data sets [22] . ACS stops when a termination condition is true, for example, a maximum number of iterations has been done. The data-intensive service composition based on ACS is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Our algorithm is an empirical refinement of ACS which can be applied recursively. We implemented it as a function which can be invoked by other procedures. 
Algorithm 1. ACS(G); a Function of ACS
PHEROMONE MODIFICATION STRATEGIES FOR DYNAMIC ANT COLONY SYSTEM
In this section, we discuss strategies for modifying the pheromone information to adapt ACS to handle the dynamic scenarios during negotiations. When a change of the search space occurred, it is necessary to initialize the pheromone information for the new services and to modify the pheromone information for the old services that are still in provision. In the dynamic scenarios, solutions that were bad before a change, might be good afterwards. If ACS has converged to a path on which the amount of pheromone trails becomes much higher than on all other paths, this path prevents the ants from taking another path when a change occurs on it, and the result will be a sub-optimal solution. We need to modify the pheromone information to find a balance between preserving enough old information to speed up the search process, and modifying enough new information to facilitate the ants to find a new solution for the changed scenario.
Pheromone Modification Approaches
The literature presents three types of pheromone modification approaches: global approaches, local approaches, and combined approaches. The global pheromone modification approaches, such as the approach to reinitializing the whole pheromone matrix, and the approach to increasing the pheromone values proportionately to their difference to the maximum pheromone value, are designed to reset all the pheromone values to a certain degree [29] , [30] . However, the global approaches do not take into account where the change of the search space actually occurred. Moreover, when we have a big search space, if a change occurs somewhere near the edge of the space, too much information might be lost by using global pheromone modification approaches.
The local pheromone modification approaches are designed to reset the pheromone values near the changes. Often, solutions to the changed scenarios will differ only locally from solutions to the old one. Therefore, the resetting of pheromone values should be performed in the close vicinity of the changes. Usually, the pheromone values are modified based on the factors contributing to an ant's local decisions. That is to say, the pheromone information is modified based on the heuristic information or the pheromone information.
The combined pheromone modification approaches could be advantageous in a situation where local resetting is necessary to a change while global resetting is needed to facilitate the algorithm.
Pheromone Modification Strategies
The strategies we follow to modify the pheromone values are inspired by the study [30] . Suppose a change occurs at vertex j 2 cs cj , the set of its direct successors is denoted by cs sj , and the set of its direct predecessors is denoted by cs pj . A new parameter as the reset-value, denoted by g i (g i 2 ½0; 1), is introduced to determine the amount of reinitialized pheromone values on edges adjacent to vertex i (8i 2 cs cj ), according to (4) and (5):
We describe in more detail how the different strategies assign g i in the following sections.
R-Strategy
The first strategy is denoted as the R-strategy, which reinitializes all the pheromone values by the same degree. Each vertex i is assigned a strategy-specific parameter g R 2 ½0; 1 as its reset-value, namely g i ¼ g R .
h-Strategy
The second strategy is denoted as the h-strategy, which uses the heuristic information to decide the amount of pheromone trails. Each vertex i is given a value g i proportionate to its utility related to vertex k, according to (6) and (7):
The
; 1Þ scales the width of the utility proportion.
t-Strategy
The third strategy is denoted as the t-strategy, which uses the pheromone information to decide the reset-values, according to (8) and (9):
The strategy-specific parameter g T 2 ð0; 1Þ is used to limit the result to 1.
G-Strategy
The fourth strategy is denoted as the G-strategy, which belongs to the global approaches and reinitializes the whole pheromone matrix. That is to say, g i ¼ 1, 8i; k 2 V , and V is the set of vertices of the graph.
THE EXTENDED NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL
The negotiators, namely the service composer, the service provider, and the data provider will be represented by agents. We refer to agents acting on behalf of service composers as composer agents (CAs), agents representing service providers as service agents (SAs), and agents representing data providers as data agents (DAs). Basically, an agent starts by offering a value for the negotiation object (say, a price) to its opponent. The opponent can accept the offer, or exit the negotiation, or make a counter-offer. The negotiation may be iterative as several rounds of offers and counter-offers will occur until one of the agents accepts, or exits the negotiation. The agent might exit the negotiation because the time deadline is reached without an agreement being in place. The iteration is referred to as a negotiation round, and the time deadline refers to the number of allowed rounds. We have designed a multi-phase, multi-party negotiation protocol for our problem. The proposal is based on the iterated contract net interaction protocol, which is specified by the Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [31] . The FIPA protocol is the most widely used negotiation protocol for one-to-many negotiation in the agent community [25] , [32] . It is also applicable in one-to-one negotiation, as it is considered to be a particular case of one-to-many negotiation. The protocol supports recursive negotiation and allows multi-round iterative negotiation to reach an agreement. However, the FIPA standard protocol is insufficient in supporting QoS negotiation for our problem, as it is unable to allow multi-party negotiation or combine multiple negotiation processes. It is hence extended in this paper to allow a CA to aggregate results of the individual services and to perform the confirmation to instruct SAs in the negotiations. Also, the extended protocol should allow the negotiations between SAs and DAs.
There are three phases in the extended protocol: 1) Phase 1, which allows us to find out how many SAs are available to enter the negotiation, and their offers over the objects to be negotiated upon. This phase includes one-shot interaction between the CA and all SAs, and it also includes one-shot interaction between all SAs and the DA. The CA is involved in simultaneous negotiations with multiple SAs. Each negotiation between the CA and a SA is private and holds a lot of information. Each SA is unaware of its competitor's status in the current composition. If the CA sends the current winning offers to potential SAs, SAs can analyze their positions and adapt quickly [5] , [33] . This in turn significantly reduces the search space by guiding the negotiation process to proceed in the right direction towards optimal solutions. The SAs process the request from the CA and may decide to negotiate with the DA. Before a SA answers the CA, it evaluates the offers received from the DA. The DA may accept the counter-offer from a SA, or may refuse to participate in the negotiation, or may provide a new offer to the SA. Thus, the SA can answer the CA based on the results of the nested negotiation offers. The negotiation protocol is shown in Fig. 3 . 2) Phase 2, which allows us to iterate the negotiation. In case the first negotiation phase ends up with counter-proposals from SAs, the CA will initiate negotiation with the SAs and send them new proposals with the set of current winning offer and counter-offer as its content. This negotiation phase is repeated until there is no counter-proposal from SAs or the time deadline is reached. The negotiation protocol is shown in Fig. 4 . 3) Phase 3, which allows us to end the negotiation.
If the second negotiation phase ends up with proposals, the CA will evaluate the overall QoS attributes. If the overall QoS requirements are satisfied, the CA informs all SAs about the acceptance of the offers. Then SAs inform the DA about the acceptance of the dependent offers. The negotiation protocol is shown in Fig. 5 . In the case that the overall QoS requirements are not satisfied based on the current deals, the CA will restart the second negotiation phase with respect to one or many abstract services. Then each corresponding SA sends proposals to the DA and commences a new negotiation process. The negotiation protocol is shown in Fig. 6 .
DECISION MAKING MODEL
The negotiation process between two agents is a bilateral interaction that consists of a succession of offers and counteroffers. Let aða 2 fCA; SA; DAgÞ represent the negotiation agent and oðo 2 f1; 2; . . . ; rgÞ the negotiation object. Each agent has a defined delimited range to consider the value of an object. For example, a CA has the maximum price at which it would buy the service and a SA has the minimum price at which it would sell the service. Let x o 2 ½min In this paper, we adopted linear utility function as used in many cost-benefit models in the literature [4] , [34] .
To negotiate on multiple object (say r), a normalized weight w a o ( P r o¼1 w a o ¼ 1) representing the relative importance of each object o for agent a is assigned under negotiation. Then an agent's utility function for an offer x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x r Þ in the multi-dimensional space is given by (10): We use the variable x t b!a to denote the offer x that agent a received from agent b at time t, and a's interpretation of x t b!a at time t 0 (t < t 0 ) is given by (11):
The variable x t 0 a!b is used to denote the offer that agent a is ready to send to agent b at time t 0 , and t a max is used to represent the time by which agent a must have completed the negotiation.
In order to prepare a counter-offer x [4] , [34] , [35] , [36] . In this case, the counter-offer with respect to each object o, is generated according to (12) : 
The time-based decision function a a o ðtÞ can be defined as the exponential function, polynomial function, and sigmoid function [4] , [34] , [36] . For example, the polynomial function can be given by (13):
The variable d is a parameter used to control the concession rate, and k break; 8: end if 9: for each abstract service do 10:
find out SAs that are available to enter the negotiation; 11:
for each concrete service do 12:
CA sends a counter-offer to SA; 13:
SA sends a counter-offer to DA; 14:
DA interprets the counter-offer from SA; 15:
SA interprets the counter-offer from CA based on the nested offers from DA; 16: steps 12-15 are repeated until no counter-offer is proposed within the time deadline; 17:
if a change occurs then 18:
modify the related parameters of G; 19:
end if 20:
end for 21:
end for 22:
modify the pheromone matrix of ACS; 23:
½optimal; S ¼ ACSðGÞ; 24: end while 25: returnS and optimal.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Our experiments have two parts: one is to test the performance of the pheromone modification strategies in the dynamic ACS, and the other is to evaluate the performance of the ant-inspired negotiation approach. The results in the first part can help us to decide which pheromone modification strategy will be used in the negotiation-based approach. In our experiments, a trial testing method is adopted to determine most suitable values for all parameters of ACS, considering other researchers' earlier experiments. Finally, the parameters of ACS were a ¼ 1, b ¼ 2, q 0 ¼ 0:9, r ¼ 0:1, ¼ 0:1, and noa ¼ 10. To evaluate the dynamic ACS and the negotiation approach, we also implement a MIP approach to be applied to the same problem and compare with our approaches. We used the open source integer programming system lpsolve version 5.5 [37] for MIP. All the experiments are conducted on computers with Inter Core i5 2500 CPU (3.3 GHz and 8 GB RAM).
Performance of Different Pheromone Modification Strategies
For the purpose of our evaluation, we tested the dynamic ACS with two different case studies: one with nine abstract services as shown in Fig. 2 , the other with thirty abstract services. The second case study was created by either placing a candidate set into Fig. 2 or adding another composition structure as substructure. For each case, we suppose that there are twenty concrete services in each service candidate set and each concrete service requires a set of ten data sets. Then ten concrete services in each service candidate set are reserved to form a spare pool of services before the start of the algorithm, leaving each service candidate set with ten concrete services. The criteria to measure the performance of ACS are the utility of the best solution and the loss in quality of the solution compared with the MIP approach. As mentioned in Section 1, the dynamical changes that can occur to the problem are the changes of QoS attributes of services (replacement of vertices), the discontinuation of services (deletion of vertices), and the increase of new services (insertion of vertices). During the run of the algorithm, the actual scenario was changed every t iterations by replacing k services between the actual instance and the spare pool. We tested all combinations of parameter values k 2 f1; 5; 10g and t 2 f50; 100; 200g. For each configuration ðk; tÞ, 20 test runs are performed and every run was stopped after 1,000 iterations. Then the average values over these 20 runs are used for comparison. When deciding which vertex to replace, the concrete service was chosen randomly. This procedure continues until the number of replacing services is k.
For all combinations of parameters ðk; tÞ, we tested ACS with the global pheromone modification approach and the local pheromone modification approach. For the two types of approaches, we compared four strategies: 1) R-strategy with all strategy-specific parameters g R 2 f0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 1:0g. 2) h-strategy with all strategy-specific parameters g E 2 f0:5; 1:0; 2:0; 5:0g. 3) t-strategy with all strategy-specific parameters g T 2 f0:5; 1:0; 2:0; 5:0g. 4) G-strategy with no strategy-specific parameter in it.
Results of Case Study One
A detailed view of the optimization behavior for each individual strategy and its strategy-specific parameter is shown in Fig. 7 . The figure is for the case of ðk; tÞ ¼ ð1; 50Þ, small changes occur frequently. After each change occurs, we see a hop of the utility of the best solution in the figure. For example, after 50th iteration a change occurs for the first time and after 100th iteration a change occurs for the second time. Then the ants need to find a solution for the new scenario between the 51st iteration and 100th iteration and let fi be the iteration where the best utility for the new scenario presents the first time. The smaller value of fi À 50 suggests a quick recovery from the change occurred in 51st iteration. From Fig. 7 , we observed that the best utility is the same after changes occurred in the interval ½1; 200, ½251; 350, ½451; 700, and ½801; 1;000. That is to say, the old feasible solution is the same as the new feasible solution after changes occurred in these intervals. For the other combination of k and t, the optimization behavior for each individual strategy is similar with those in Fig. 7 .
Besides the optimization behavior of each strategy, we also recorded the loss in quality of the best solution compared with the solution found by the MIP approach. As ACS is sub-optimal, we have evaluated the quality of the solution obtained by ACS through comparing with the optimal solution obtained by the MIP approach. The global best utility of the solution obtained by the MIP approach is denoted by U global , and the global best utility of the solution obtained by ACS is denoted by U acs . Then we compute the loss in the quality of the best solution, which is given by (14) :
Fig . 8 gives a more detailed view of the performance of each strategy and its different strategy-specific parameters for the case of ðk; tÞ ¼ ð1; 50Þ. The upper row shows the loss of the quality for R-strategy with g R 2 f0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 1:0g from left to right, the middle two rows show the loss of the quality for h-strategy and t-strategy with g E ; g T 2 f0:5; 1:0; 2:0; 5:0g from left to right, and the whole lower row show the loss of the quality for G-strategy since there is no strategy-specific parameter in it. The smaller the loss's value, the brighter the grid will be. Judging from the gray scale of the grid, the best utility is the R-strategy with g R 2 f0:5; 0:75; 1:0g and t-strategy with g T ¼ 2:0. The h-strategy with g E ¼ 2:0 is also able to achieve good solutions. The G-strategy is better than the h-strategy with g E 2 f0:5; 1:0g and t-strategy with g T ¼ 0:5. Fig. 9 shows the performance of each strategy and its different strategy-specific parameters for all the cases of the combination of k and t. Judging from the "average darkness", the best overall strategy is the R-strategy with g R ¼ 1:0, t-strategy with g T ¼ 5:0, and the G-strategy. The h-strategy with g E ¼ 5:0 provides good solutions when k ¼ 5 and t 2 f100; 200g. The loss in G-strategy is almost zero because when the number of abstract services is small, the ants can find the best utility in the first iteration. Although no old pheromone information is preserved, the ants can find new solution quickly. This was illustrated by the experimental results of our earlier study [15] .
Results of Case Study Two
For case study two, the optimization behavior of each strategy for the case of ðk; tÞ ¼ ð1; 50Þ, is shown in Fig. 10 . From the figure, we observe that g R ¼ 1:0 in R-strategy, g E ¼ 5:0 in h-strategy, and g T ¼ 5:0 in t-strategy give better results than other strategy-specific parameters for the individual strategies in general. Compared with the optimization behavior given in Fig. 7 , the average global utility at each interval gradually increase. That is because in case study one the ants can find the best utility in just a few iterations after a change occurred, but in case study two, the number of abstract services increases so the ants need more iterations to find the best solutions. Fig. 11 shows the performance of each strategy and its different strategy-specific parameters for all the cases of the combination of k and t. From the figure, we observe that R-strategy with g R ¼ 0:5 and h-strategy with g E ¼ 2:0 give better solutions when ðk; tÞ ¼ ð1; 200Þ, t-strategy with g T ¼ 2:0 gives better solutions when ðk; tÞ ¼ ð5; 200Þ. The G-strategy gives better solutions than g E ¼ 5:0 in h-strategy when k 2 f5; 10g and t ¼ 50. Judging from the "average darkness", R-strategy with g R ¼ 1:0 gives better solutions when k 2 f5; 10g, and t-strategy with g T ¼ 5:0 gives better solutions when k ¼ 1.
The results of the two case studies indicate that g R ¼ 1:0 in R-strategy, g E ¼ 5:0 in h-strategy, and g T ¼ 5:0 in t-strategy give better results than other strategy-specific parameters for the individual strategies. The G-strategy could give better results when the number of abstract services is very small, in our case is 10. When the number of abstract services becomes bigger, the R-strategy could give better results in the case of many changes, and the t-strategy could give better results in the case of a small number of changes.
Performance of the Negotiation Approach
The aim of this evaluation is to analyze the performance of the proposed ant-inspired negotiation approach: 1) observing the effectiveness of our approach, measured by the success rate of finding a feasible solution; 2) investigating the efficiency of our approach, measured by the number of negotiation rounds and the computation time in each negotiation round; and 3) studying the effect of the problem size on the performance of our approach.
Test Case Generation
The performance of our approach is affiliated to the size of the data-intensive service provision problem. The size of the problem depends on the number of abstract services used in the composite service, the number of concrete services for each abstract service, and the number of data sets required by each abstract service. For the purpose of our evaluation, we considered different scenarios, where a composite service is composed of n abstract services, and n varies in our experiments between 10 and 100, in increments of 10. There are m concrete services for each abstract service, and m varies in our experiments between 10 and 100, in increments of 10. Each abstract service requires a set of d data sets, and d varies in our experiments between 1 and 10, in increments of 1.
The optimization goal of our experiments is to maximize the overall utility, which was specified in our earlier work [18] . The severe quality constraints were generated according to the method described in [5] . A scenario generation system is designed to generate the scenario for experiments. The system first determines a basic scenario, which includes sequence, conditional and parallel structures. With this basic scenario, other scenarios are generated by either placing an abstract service into it or adding another composition structure as substructure. This procedure continues until the scenario has the predefined number of abstract services. Our simulation scenarios are actually more general and complex than the AMS itself. For each scenario, the price of a data set, the network bandwidth (Mbps) between each data server and the service platform, the storage media speed (Mbps), the size (MB) of a data set and the number of data requests in the waiting queue were randomly generated from the following intervals: [1, 100] , [1, 100] , [1, 100] , [1, 000, 10 ,000] and [1, 10] . Each time the number of abstract services, the number of service providers, or the number of data sets was changed, 50 instances of experiments were run and the average results were reported.
Results Analysis
The experimental results of all scenarios are grouped into three test sets. In the first set, n varies from 10 to 100, while m ¼ 10 and d ¼ 5. In the second set, m varies from 10 and 100, while n ¼ 10 and d ¼ 5. In the third set, d varies from 1 to 10, while n ¼ 10 and m ¼ 10.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we compute the success rate of our approach. The success rate is the percentage of instances where a solution could be found. The success rate of the first test set is 92, 100, 100, 98, 98, 100, 94, 98, 100, and 98 percent. The success rate of the second test set is 92, 100, 98, 100, 100, 100, 98, 100, 100, and 96 percent. The success rate of the third test set is 92, 100, 98, 98, 92, 94, 98, 94, 90, and 96 percent. For the MIP approach, the success rate is zero because it cannot work when the QoS constraints are very severe. The experimental results show that our negotiation approach maintains a higher success rate. Specifically, the average success rate of our approach is 97.8, 98.4, 95.20 percent in the first, second, and third test set.
The number of negotiation rounds is a relevant efficiency factor of the negotiation approach. A large value in the negotiation round implies that the problem has to be solved via a large number of iterations in the whole negotiation process. Fig. 12 shows the negotiation rounds of the three test sets. The figures indicate that the number of negotiation rounds increases when the number of service providers increases. When the number of abstract services or the number of data sets increases, the number of negotiation rounds, on the other hand does not exact increase. On average, it took approximately seven rounds to find a feasible solution in the first and third test sets.
Besides the number of negotiation rounds, the time consumption for each round is also a very important factor with respect to the efficiency. Fig. 13 presents the average time consumption per negotiation round of the three sets. The results indicate that the time consumption per round increases when the number of abstract services, the number of service providers, or the number of data sets increases. As illustrated, the time consumption per round is linear rather than exponential.
CONCLUSION
The provision of data-intensive service faces new challenges with the rapid proliferation of services and the development of cloud computing. The scope, number, and complexity of data-intensive services are all set to soar in the future. This paper proposed an ant-inspired negotiation approach for the data-intensive service provision. The two-stage negotiation procedures provided effective and efficient service selection for service composers. A multi-phase, multi-party negotiation protocol was also presented, where the ant colony system was applied for selecting the services. In order to adapt the ant colony system to handle the dynamic scenarios during negotiations, we also discussed several strategies for modifying the pheromone information. The experimental results indicated that our ant-inspired negotiation approach could facilitate the data-intensive applications in the AMS experiment. The proposed negotiation approach present features such as autonomy, scalability, and adaptability.
In future work, we will further investigate the economic or technical strategies that service providers and data providers can deploy to improve offers. For example, the service provider can subscribe data sets and move some lightweight data sets to the service platform, or the data provider can relocate data sets in order to decrease the response time of moving data sets. These strategies can improve the success rate in finding feasible solutions and decrease the total cost of the data-intensive service provision.
